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The images in this exhibition are a vivid reminder of what our farmers and 

graziers are enduring as they battle through the worst drought western 

Queensland has endured in three generations. It is a period of enormous 

hardship and many people are losing their homes, livelihoods, and in 

some cases, their lives. These images graphically document the 

devastation the drought has inflicted on the land and the human cost of 

the ongoing crisis. This is an honest and personal portrayal of how 

Australians work and live through severe drought and the images pay 

tribute to our farming families throughout Australia. 

This image of the cracked earth was taken in the bottom of a long-dry dam. Many 

parts of the dam bore evidence of the death of both wildlife and plant life.  
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“... this is drought where it creeps up slowly, stripping the energy from you like the 

surrounds you live in.”  

This photograph captures the return from agistment of a small number of 

cows and calves after a period when the property had been destocked. An 

emotional day - excitement to have some animals back, but also deep 

concern for the welfare of the cattle. Because of the poor condition of the 

cows, they had to be separated and fed away from their calves - what is 

the hope of them all surviving? At the end of the day, surveying the cattle 

in poor condition and hearing the calves bleating, we heard the grazier 

comment  “…drought… what next...?”  -  thus the title of the exhibition. 
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Approaching the dry dam, a beautiful jasmine scent wafted towards us 

and we saw this gorgeous tree full of white flowers and small, glossy 

green leaves. The grazier was in awe and made this comment, “Look, even 

in a drought like this, every day brings something new and beautiful..”  

The connection and respect he felt for the land was obvious at this 

moment, and back at the homestead he was still talking about the 

beautiful tree.  
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CentacareCQ offers information, support, referral, and counselling to 

individuals, families and communities affected by drought. This not-for-

profit social services organisation works to build community resilience and 

to help people maintain relationships under challenging circumstances. 

For more information on CentacareCQ services call 1300 523 985. 

If you would like to contribute a donation in support of our western 

communities, visit www.centacarecq.com or call 1300 523 985. 

To learn more about the Exhibition, the communities affected, and the 

artist behind the photographs, visit www.annesusesmith.com   

 



So aptly described by Dorothea Mackellar as our “sun-burnt county”, 

Australia is a land of floods and fire, rains and drought. 

We live on the most climate variable of all the continents and across this vast 

land, many of our rural communities have built an internationally competitive 

industry in some of the most unpredictable climatic regions on Earth. 

For the vast majority of Australians, the many millions living in our major 

cities, the cycles and patterns of the land are remote, out of mind, and in 

some cases never seen. 

‘Drought’ is a word not much used or known – fleetingly mentioned in the 

occasional TV news story about drought-stricken farmers and regional folks 

doing it tough. 

Only in times of prolonged dry when water restrictions lead to browning 

suburban lawns does the average Australian family get any sense of what it 

means when the rains don’t come. 

For the 300,000 Australians working and farming the land, however, these 

same patterns of climate and weather determine the fate of their properties, 

their pastures and crops, and cattle and sheep – directly impacting their 

businesses, livelihoods and communities. 

As the photographs in this exhibition show vividly, in very dry times like right 

now in western Queensland, drought becomes a matter of life and death – 

for crops, stock, farms and communities. 

The impact does not stop just at the farm gate. The flow-on economic and 

social impacts of drought extend well beyond our rural regions. 

Our national wealth suffers significantly when the rains don’t fall, the land 

dries, and crops and pastures die. 

Besides providing Australian consumers with quality clean and green 

produce, our farmers also grow the food and fibre that feeds and clothes 

another 33 million people overseas. 
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And it’s precisely because more than 60% of our farm output is exported 

that drought makes such a serious dent in our national balance of payments. 

The current drought is expected to cost upwards of $4 billion in lost farm 

income this year with ABARE predicting overall agricultural earnings for 2014

-15 of $37.6 billion, more than 8 % lower than last year.   

In regions like western Queensland, the impact of cumulative droughts over 

the past decade has seen properties de-stocked and record numbers of cattle 

and sheep slaughtered – to an unprecedented extent. 

Over the past two years more than 18 million cattle have been live exported 

or slaughtered, reducing the national herd to just over 26 million cattle and a 

20 year low in numbers. 

With the monthly slaughter of cattle reaching close to 800,000 head 

nationally by the end of 2014 – and the equivalent number for sheep 

reaching nearly 850,000, in some regions of the eastern states particularly, 

farmers are having to cull their breeders and with that the capacity to 

restore stock numbers once the rains come. 

For supermarket consumers here at home, items made scarce by drought 

become more expensive, sometimes doubling seasonal increases in the cost 

of living and raising our reliance on imported foodstuffs and all the risks that 

entails. 

So while consumers might revel in cheap meat prices now, this drought 

driven marketing trend is unsustainable and when the farmers go to re-stock 

the impact will be felt in the weekly food budgets of Australian families as 

meat prices soar by up to 40%. 

Cost of living pressures aside, it is on the farms and properties and in the 

regional towns that serve our rural industries where drought has its harshest 

impact. 

Farmers and their families are the ones that best describe what it is like to go 

through drought – their desperate, sometimes vain attempts to keep things 

going as the heat and dry relentlessly turns pastureland and crops to dust 

and creeks and dams to empty hollows. 
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In an empty paddock with not a storm cloud in sight, drought means 

despair, dashed dreams, flies and frustration. 

Imagine the personal stress of farmers, many indebted to the hilt, dealing 

with dying stock and crop failures, trying to stay strong and optimistic when 

all around them things look hopeless. 

It’s not just the dream of building a future for their kids that they worry 

about, for many it is also the devastating prospect of losing generations of 

work to bank foreclosure or forced sale. 

The toll on the psyche and souls of individuals and families can be inter-

generational in its impact. 

But all that said, our farmers and regional communities are a pretty hardy lot, 

possessing the resilience necessary to come back from adversity and re-build 

when the rains come and the grass grows again. 

To get that far though, we need decent drought policy, workable systems of 

support and services for the health and well-being or rural and regional 

people, new emphasis on the business skilling of farmers, and a constructive 

engagement by our financial sector including greater equity investment. 

And while we can’t control the weather, we can as a nation reach out to our 

rural drought stricken communities. 

As the Australian community and consumer acting together we can make 

sure our farmers have a future and continue to provide us with food and 

fibre security. 

Your contribution can be simple as the decision you make when next 

shopping for groceries or the appreciation you share with others after 

viewing this most telling exhibition.   
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